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Its long, blackened roots lay spread about the sandy floor
round the perished relics of once sreat thickets, whose
gnarled and writhing branches proclaimed the agonies to
which at last after a gallant struggle they had succumbed
exhausted. Drought and famine stalked the land with
drawn swords of flaming fire, breathing both* upon us who
ventured thus into their domain. It was impressive but it
was depressing, and I was oppressed, maybe, by a premoni-
tion of failure. Grimly and in silence we marched on over
an endless succession of valleys and ridges, hoping that each
crest would gladden our eyes with a vision of pastures ahead,
but hoping in vain. Nevertheless it was a pleasant landscape
—these rolling downs and deep valleys of Ha way a, where
Death reigned supreme, and a single raven waged perpetual
war against the little creatures that dared to live against such
odds, larks and lizards and tiny warblers.
It occurred to me, as we passed through the various belts
of this great sand-desert, that the sharply defined limits of
Hadh and Qasba, Hamra l and Khitta and the like must in
some way reflect the chemical character of the sands them-
selves or of the soils and waters underlying them. Each
plant has a more or less definite life-period dependent on
the frequency of rains, the hardiest coming to life out of
death or dormancy upon the slightest encouragement and
lasting through the years under the greatest provocation,
while the tenderer herbs shrink from rebirth until tempted
by copious rainfall and wilt as soon as the drought resumes
its sway. But a systematic study of the plants themselves
and of the sand and bedrock of their habitat would certainly
yield interesting and important results, especially if corre-
lated with the study of similar or comparable plant-zones
in the Sahara and other great desert tracts of the world.
The untutored eye could detect no outward and visible ex-
planation of the zone phenomenon. It merely noted the
beginnings and the ends of the Hadh belts, outside which all
was Khitta dotted with Abal or naked Hamra, with minor
zones of Qasba and Birkan.
1 Hamra, Hamrur (pi. Homanr), apparently used only of sand-tracta
absolutely destitute of any kind of vegetation.

